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overlook a small detail like that overlook something to see something wrong or bad but decide to ignore it synonym turn a blind eye to something we could not afford to overlook such a serious offense he s so friendly people are

prepared to overlook his faults to fail to notice or consider something or someone i think there is one key fact that you have overlooked no one will be overlooked when we select players for the team smart vocabulary related

words and phrases overlook verb t forgive to forgive or pretend not to notice something i m prepared to overlook his behaviour this time verb t uk ˌəʊ vəˈlʊk us ˌoʊ vɚˈlʊk overlook verb t view b2 to provide a view of

especially from above our hotel room overlooked the harbour the house is surrounded by trees so it s not overlooked at all it cannot be seen from any other buildings fewer examples our balcony overlooks the river 2 verb if you

overlook a fact or problem you do not notice it or do not realize how important it is we overlook all sorts of warning signals about our own health verb noun a fact that we all tend to overlook verb noun synonyms miss forget

neglect omit more synonyms of overlook 3 verb williamson at the overlook is conveniently located in the northern suburb of austin and offers stunning hill country views tour our georgetown texas apartments september 4 2017

196088 we have all forgotten to do something often it can be too late once you remember which means you are probably going to have to apologize for overlooking the matter that is what overlooking essentially means to forget
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overlook something to see something wrong or bad but decide to ignore it synonym turn a blind eye to something we could not afford to overlook such a serious offence he s so friendly people are prepared to overlook his faults

i was prepared to overlook her mistakes this time oxford collocations dictionary
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